Finishes
- Unfinished - paint grade
- Painted - water based
- Laminated - melamine paper or HPL
- Eco-Finish paint coating for high definition direct-to-board digital printing

Technical Specifications
- Standard Sheet Sizes:
  - 4' x 8' and 5' x 8' long direction (horizontal)
  - Custom sizes on short direction slatwall (vertical)
  - 5' x 10' special order
- Square edges and half grooves

Slatwall Orientation
Horizontal
- Horizontal - recommended for applying to a wall
- Vertical - recommended for use around columns and great for building fixtures

Vertical

Groove Options
- 3" OC grooves
- 6" OC grooves
- Custom grooves

Finishes
- Unfinished - paint grade
- Painted - water based
- Laminated - melamine paper or HPL
- Eco-Finish paint coating for high definition direct-to-board digital printing

Substrate or Core Material
- MDF
- Colored MDF - numerous colors available

Inserts
- Slatwall without inserts is considered light duty
- Metal inserts add strength
- Other inserts are for decorative use only they do not add strength

PVC Banding is also available. It can be cut and placed in slots to cover raw material for a finished look.

Groove Options
- 3" OC grooves
- 6" OC grooves
- Custom grooves

Edge Finishes
- Slatwall panel edges available in multiple configurations for stacking purposes.
  - HALF LAP BOTH ENDS
  - HALF LAP ONE END
  - FLAT ON BOTH ENDS

Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Infinity pattern

Made in the U.S.A.
Slatwall is made to order, the colors shown here are some of the common colors we provide. We often have common melamine papers in stock to assist with quick turnaround. Contact customer service to see what we have in stock today.
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Panel Processing, Inc.
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www.panel.com